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From: Barret Goodale
To: CED AMCO REGS (CED sponsored)
Subject: Public Comment on Overlapping Premises
Date: Wednesday, October 11, 2023 11:17:27 AM


Dear Members of the Board,


Thank you for having staff prepare this regulation draft addressing conflicting regulations. While this
version fixes the discrepancies in the regulation, it only allows shared space of restricted access
areas for marijuana or marijuana product storage.  I believe the board was open to the idea of
allowing shared packaging space so long as all the product was tracked appropriately in the Metrc
system. This would allow companies to efficiently use their space by allowing multiple licenses (ie
retail, manufacturing, and Cultivation) owned by the same persons or company, to use the same
packaging space instead of having to have 3 separate rooms that are setup in the same way for the
same type of activities.


In order to allow the shared use of restricted access areas for packaging, I believe there needs to be
a change to 306.710(d) to replace “for a marijuana or marijuana product storage area” with “a
restricted access area”.


A removal of 306.305(c)1, 306.405(b)1, 306.505(b)1 would also be needed to allow for restricted
access areas to be used for multiple licenses for other purposes than product storage. 


Below are the specific regulations I have referenced.


3 AAC 306.710(d)  The board may approve overlapping premises for two or more licenses, owned by
the same person or the same group of persons, and within the same building, to use in common for
a marijuana or marijuana product storage area if (1)  the marijuana or marijuana product is properly
accounted for in the marijuana establishment's inventory tracking system required under 3 AAC
306.730; (2)  the marijuana or marijuana product is expressly identified as inventory of the
appropriate marijuana establishment to which the marijuana or marijuana product belongs; and (3) 
the area is in compliance with this section and any other provision of this chapter that applies to
restricted access areas, including video surveillance as required under 3 AAC 306.720 and restricted
access area provisions specific to the license type to which the marijuana or marijuana product
belongs.


306.305C (1)  conduct any marijuana cultivation operation in a room separate from any other
operation and the retail marijuana store, and shall conduct any marijuana product manufacturing
operation in a room separate from any other operation and the retail marijuana store; if the rooms
are connected and co-located, a secure door must separate the rooms from each other; a secure
door must separate any room connected to and co-located with the retail marijuana store; and


306.405b(1)  conduct any product manufacturing operation in a room separate from any other
operation and the marijuana cultivation facility, and shall conduct any retail marijuana store
operation in a room separate from any other operation and the marijuana cultivation facility; if the
rooms are connected and co-located, a secure door must separate the rooms from each other; a
secure door must separate any room connected to and co-located with the marijuana cultivation
facility; and


306.505b(1)  conduct any marijuana cultivation operation in a room separate from any other
operation and the marijuana product manufacturing facility, and shall conduct any retail marijuana
store operation in a room separate from any other operation and the marijuana product
manufacturing facility; if the rooms are connected and co-located, a secure door must separate the
rooms from each other; a secure door must separate any room connected to and co-located with
the marijuana product manufacturing facility; and
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Thank you for your consideration,


C. Barret Goodale
GOOD Cultivation Manager
907-699-9478


Follow GOOD on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook


Alaska Marijuana Industry Association member
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Comments on: NOTICE OF PROPOSED CHANGES ON OVERLAPPING PREM
IN THE REGULATIONS OF THE MARIJUANA CONTROL BOARD


Submitted By Comment


11/3/2023 9:08:12 AM


Kerby Coman
kerby@greendegree.net


Wasilla, AK, US
Anonymous User


I am in support of this regulation project but i would highly suggest the following amendment


(d) The board may approve two or more licenses for overlapping premises that are
[FOR TWO OR MORE LICENSES,] owned by the same person or [THE] same group of
persons or by two or more entities where the controlling interest of those entities is held by the same person or 
within the same building or with abutting premises
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Department of Commerce, Community,  
and Economic Development 


 
Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office 


 
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 


Anchorage, AK 99501 
Main: 907.269.0350 


MEMORANDUM 


          TO: Marijuana Control Board  DATE:  November 7, 2023 


          FROM: Kristina Serezhenkov, Regulations 
Specialist 
 


RE:  Regulations Project- Overlapping 
Premises 


  
 


The board approved the draft regulations for initial Law review at the August, 2023 meeting.  
Upon the Department of Law’s approval, the draft was sent out for official public comment with the 
comment period closing 11.13.2023.  Comments were received and are attached.  Any comments received 
by end of day 11.13.2023 will be sent to the board prior to the board meeting scheduled for 11.15.23. 


 
 


Options for the board: 
• Move to adopt and send to Law for final review. 
• Move to amend and adopt and then send  to Law for final review. 
• Move to send back to staff for more work 
• Close the regulations project  
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(Words in boldface and underlined indicate language being added; words [CAPITALIZED AND 


BRACKETED] indicate language being deleted.) 


 


The section heading for 3 AAC 306.705 is changed to read: 


3 AAC 306.705. Licensed premises [PREMISE]; alteration. 


 


3 AAC 306.705(d) is amended to read: 


 (d) The board may approve two or more licenses for overlapping premises that are 


[FOR TWO OR MORE LICENSES,] owned by the same person or [THE] same group of 


persons [,] and within the same building or with abutting premises [,] to use in common for an 


office, [AN] employee breakroom, bathroom [BATHROOMS], non-marijuana storage area 


[AREAS], or a [ANY] combination of those uses. The overlapping premises may not be 


restricted access areas, unless approved by the board [AS PRESCRIBED] under 3 AAC 


306.710.  (Eff. 2/21/2016, Register 217; am 12/10/2020, Register 236; am ____/____/______, 


Register _____) 


Authority:  AS 17.38.010  AS 17.38.150  AS 17.38.200  


  AS 17.38.070  AS 17.38.190  AS 17.38.900 


  AS 17.38.121 


 


The introductory language of 3 AAC 306.710(d) is amended to read: 


(d) The board may approve two or more licenses for overlapping premises [FOR TWO 


OR MORE LICENSES,] owned by the same person or [THE] same group of persons [,] and 
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within the same building [,] to use in common for a marijuana or marijuana product storage area 


if 


. . . 


(Eff. 2/21/2016, Register 217; am 12/10/2020, Register 236; am 1/19/2022, Register 241; am 


____/____/______, Register _____) 


Authority:  AS 17.38.010  AS 17.38.150  AS 17.38.200 


AS 17.38.070  AS 17.38.190  AS 17.38.900  


AS 17.38.121 





